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Magnetic topological quantum materials have attracted great attention due to their exotic topo-
logical quantum physics induced by the interplay among crystalology, magnetism, and topology,
which are of profound importance to fundamental research and technology applications. However,
limited materials are experimentally available, most of whom are realized by magnetic impurity
doping or heterostructural constructions. In this work, based on the first-principles calculations, we
predict that double perovskite Ba2CdReO6 is an intrinsic ferromagnetic topological semi-half-metal
with a pair of Weyl points and fully spin-polarized nodal-ring states in the vicinity of the Fermi
level. Its two-dimensional nearly flat drumhead surface states are completely spin-polarized, which
would provide a wonderful platform to study the emerging intriguing properties, especially for the
applications in spintronics, information technology, and topological superconductivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological materials have great potential in many
frontier fields due to the existence of nontrivial topologi-
cal quantum states and have become a hot topic in mate-
rial science and condensed matter physics1–10. Recently,
the discovery of time-reversal breaking magnetic topo-
logical materials that have exotic properties beyond non-
magnetic topological systems, opens a new burgeoning
field and attracts more and more attention11–24. Mag-
netic topological materials have many advantages due
to the interplay between magnetism and topology that
offers an imaginative degree for exploring the emerg-
ing topological quantum physics, which are of profound
importance to fundamental research and technology ap-
plications. For example, topological axion states were
predicted to exist at the surface of a three-dimensional
antiferromagnetic topological insulators25,26; quantized
anomalous Hall effect can be achieved in intrinsic ferro-
magnetic Weyl semimetals without an external magnetic
field27; and the emergence of Majorana modes with non-
Abelian statistics in the edge/corner states of magnetic
topological materials is closely associated with topologi-
cal superconductivity and relevant for topological quan-
tum computations28,29. Great effort has been devoted in
the search of new magnetic topological quantum materi-
als. However, only very few limited materials are exper-
imentally available, most of whom are realized by mag-
netic impurity doping or heterostructural constructions
that are quite challenging for industry18,20,30–32.
Magnetic topological semimetals are of particular im-
portant in magnetic topological materials, since quantum
transport, spin dynamics, magnetism, as well as topol-
ogy are all correlated in these systems. The spin polar-
ized valence and conduction bands of magnetic topolog-
ical semimetals are linearly intersected due to nontriv-
ial topology, forming zero dimensional discrete points or
one dimensional continuum curves with nontrivial topo-
logical numbers around the Fermi level33,34. In addi-
tion to the advantages of regular topological materials,
the high mobility carriers with readily manipulative spins
through external fields and disentangled distinctive topo-
logical states near the Fermi level could result in exotic
transport and spectroscopic behaviors.
Recently, topological nodal-line spin-gapless semi-
metals (TNLSGSMs) are proposed as a new type of topo-
logical quantum materials with coexistence of spin-fully-
polarized and linearly dispersed nodal-line states in the
vicinity of the Fermi level14. Two-demensional drum-
head surface states are considered to be the fingerprint
of topological nodal-line semi-metals. They usually lie
in the mirror plane of Brillouin zone (BZ) protected by
the mirror symmetry and produce a large surface den-
sity of states34,35. The two-demensional drumhead sur-
face states in TNLSGSMs are completely spin polar-
ized, which would be greatly beneficial to spintronics
and equal spin-pairing topological superconductivity14.
However, TNLSGSMs are rarely realized experimentally.
One main reason is that ferromagnetic semi-metals are
very rare in nature, regardless of its topological triv-
ial/nontrivial character. In addition, the nodal-lines in
semi-metals are normally deformed into discrete points or
fully gapped in the present of spin-orbit coupling (SOC).
There are only few materials with R3¯c space group sym-
metry were predicted to be TNLSGSMs that are stable
against SOC14.
In this paper, we predict that the double perovskite
(DP) Ba2CdReO6, compound with space group sym-
metry Fm3¯m, is a new type of intrinsic ferromagnetic
TNLSGSM by first-principles calculations. DP has a gen-
eral chemical formula of A2BB
′O6, where A-site cation
represents alkaline earth or rare earth element, and B/B′
is a cation of transition metal, alkali metal, alkaline earth,
or main group metal element. Due to the flexible com-
bination of magnetic or non-magnetic B and B′ ions,
the DP A2BB
′O6 family exhibits various crystal struc-
tures, rich electronic properties, and abundant magnetic
structures. The barium based compound Ba2CdReO6
2FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of DP Ba2CdReO6 with Fm3¯m
space group symmetry. (b) The bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) of
Ba2CdReO6 with high symmetry points labeled. The pro-
jected surface BZs of (001) and (010) planes are depicted by
blue and yellow semitransparent planes, respectively.
has been experimentally synthesized before36. However,
there is no experimental study about the magnetism of
Ba2CdReO6 yet. Our calculations presented here predict
that the ground state of Ba2CdReO6 is ferromagnetic.
Moreover, it is an ideal intrinsic ferromagnetic TNLS-
GSM. The material possesses a pair of Weyl points and
one nodal-ring in the first BZ.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In our calculations, the plane-wave basis based
method and Quantum-ESPRESSO software package are
used37,38. We adopt the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof formula for the
exchange-correlation potentials in the electronic struc-
ture simulations39. The ultrasoft pseudopotentials are
employed to model the electron-ion interactions40. A
corrective Hubbard-like U term is introduced to treat
the strong on-site Coulomb interaction of the local-
ized Re-5d electrons, whose effective value is set to 3.0
eV41,42. Parameter-free ab-initio calculations with the
recently developed strongly constrained and appropri-
ately normed (SCAN) meta-GGA exchange-correlation
functional are also performed for crossing checks, which
have been demonstrated to be able to give an accurate
descriptions of strongly correlated materials without in-
voking any free parameters such as the Hubbard U43,44.
A mesh of 16×16×16 k-points grid is used for sampling
the BZ, and the marzari-vanderbilt broadening technique
is adopt45. After full convergence tests, the kinetic en-
ergy cutoff for wavefunctions and charge densities are
chosen to be 80 and 640 Ry, respectively. During the
simulations, all structural geometries are fully optimized
to achieve the minimum energy. The surface states are
studied using tight-binding methods by the combination
of Wannier9046 and WannierTools47 software packages.
FIG. 2. (a) Band structure of Ba2CdReO6 without SOC in
the FM ground state. The up (majority) and down (minority)
spin bands are denoted by red solid and blue dashed lines,
respectively. (b) Total and orbital-resolved partial density of
states of Ba2CdReO6. (c) Band structure of Ba2CdReO6 with
SOC included. (d) Distribution of Weyl points and nodal-ring
in the bulk BZ. The two red dots represent a pair of Weyl
points, whereas the red lines give the nodal-ring.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The crystal structure of DP Ba2CdReO6 belongs to
an ideal cubic rock-salt type with space group symme-
try Fm3¯m (No. 225), as shown in Fig. 1(a). Its unit
cell is doubled compared to that of a single perovskite48.
The corresponding first BZ with high symmetry points is
shown in Fig. 1(b). In our calculations, multiple possible
magnetic orders of ground states are considered, includ-
ing antiferromagnetic-I (AFM-I), AFM-II, ferromagnetic
(FM), and non-magnetic (NM) states49. The calculations
reveal that DP Ba2CdReO6 has a FM ground state. If
we assume that the energy of FM Ba2CdReO6 is zero,
the relative energies of AFM-I, AFM-II, and NM states
are 6.4, 19.0, and 120.3 meV per formula unit cell, re-
spectively. After fully relaxation of geometries, the op-
timized lattice constants are a=5.95A˚ and c=8.41A˚, in
good agreement with experiments36. The ordering mag-
netic moment that is mainly around Re ion with elec-
tronic configuration of Re6+ (5d1, t12g), ∼ 1.0 µB. Similar
results are able to be obtained with the more advanced
SCAN meta-GGA functional. Therefore, with the se-
lected U value, our GGA+U calculations can describe
the electronic structures of this material very well.
In the absence of SOC, the internal spin space is de-
coupled from the lattice space. Here we set the moments
of Re atoms aligned along z axis. Figure 2(a) gives the
band structure of Ba2CdReO6 in the FM ground state,
of which the majority spin possesses metallic states while
the minority one is insulating. Focusing on the low-
energy bands that are well separated from the others,
linear dispersions with crossings in the momentum space
3TABLE I. The Cartesian coordinates, Chern numbers, and
energies (with respect to the Fermi level) of the Weyl points
in Ba2CdReO6.
Points Position (A˚−1) Chern number E-EF (meV)
W1 (0, 0, 0.4128) -1 12
W1′ (0, 0, -0.4128) 1 12
can be observed at W point and between K-Γ in the
majority spin channel. The material is therefore a half-
semi-metal with completely spin polarization around the
Fermi level. This can be also clearly seen from the to-
tal and orbital-resolved partial density of states (DOS)
of Fig. 2(b). A trivial band gap of ∼2.86 eV opens in
the minority spin channel, whereas the majority one con-
tributes significant states forming a peaklike DOS at the
Fermi level, which consist mainly of Re-5d and O-2p or-
bitals. The material is therefore a promising candidate
for applications as spintronics devices.
Once SOC is included in calculations, the two spins
couple with each other breaking the spin-rotation sym-
metry. As we set the moments aligned along z axis, the
Mx, My, C4x, and C4y symmetries get broken. How-
ever, the Mz and C4z symmetries are still preserved.
The symmetry of DP Ba2CdReO6 is therefore reduced
to D4h (C4h) magnetic point group. The band touch-
ing points around the Fermi level are mostly gapped, as
shown in Fig. 2(c). Near Γ, the bands split into three
bands labeled by Γ5, Γ7, and Γ8 according to their differ-
ent irreducible representations, of which Γ5 and Γ8 are
linearly intersected forming an isolated zero-dimensional
Weyl point between Γ-Z, which is protected by the C4z
rotation symmetry. The crossings between Γ-X and Γ-Y
directions are opened without any symmetry protection.
In kz=pi/c plane, there are also two bands intersected
linearly with each other along the directions of Z-W and
U-W, as labeled by Γ3 and Γ4 which belong to the ir-
reducible representations of C2v symmetry. Note that,
compared with the band structure of Fig. 2(a) with-
out SOC, the touching points move away from W point.
There is no symmetry protecting that the crossings must
occur at W point. However, the Mz symmetry ensures
that they have to be happened in the same kz=pi/c plane.
A flat nodal-ring winding around Z point is thus formed,
as shown in Fig. 2(d). Within the first bulk BZ, the
nodal-ring and the pair of Weyl points are represented
by red line and red dots, respectively.
Figures 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) illustrate the energy dis-
persions of the highest valence and lowest conduction
bands of DP Ba2CdReO6 as a function of k in kz=pi/c
and kz=0.5528pi/c planes, respectively. The two bands
touch with each other, forming a nodal-ring and Weyl
point in the two planes, respectively. Around the Weyl
point, the bands always disperse linearly, i.e. along the
kz direction (Γ-Z direction of Fig. 2(c)) and kxy/kx/ky
directions (left panel of Fig. 3(e)). The valence and
conduction bands therefore form a perfect Weyl cone in
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FIG. 3. The energy dispersion of the highest valence band
and the lowest conduction band of Ba2CdReO6 as a function
of k, forming nodal-ring and Weyl point in the (a) kz=pi/c
plane and (b) kz=0.5528pi/c plane. Color scale indicates the
level of energy. Nodal-rings depicted on the boundary plane of
BZ are from calculations with different U: (c) U=3.0 and (d)
U=5.5 eV. (e) Left panel shows the band dispersion around
the Weyl point along the planar (perpendicular to kz) direc-
tions, whereas the middle and right panels give the dispersions
along the two tangent directions of nodal-ring as marked in
Fig. 3(c).
the momentum space. Table I lists the Cartesian coor-
dinates, Chern numbers, and relative energies related to
the Fermi level of the Weyl points, in which the chiral
charges are obtained by integrating the Berry curvature
of the sphere surrounding the Weyl points in the momen-
tum space50. The relative energies of the Weyl points in
Ba2CdReO6 are about 12 meV above than the Fermi
level, whereas the nodal-ring states locate slightly be-
low the Fermi level. Interestingly, different with those of
Weyl point, the band dispersions of the nodal-ring states
are quadratic along kx/ky or kxy directions, as shown in
the middle and right panels of Fig. 3(e). This character
is similar to previous observations in nodal-line Heusler
semi-metals, which was thought to be one hallmark of
topological nodal-line semi-metals13. Note that in most
topological nodal-line materials, the nodal-line states are
stable only without SOC interaction. They are normally
fully gapped or deformed into discrete Weyl points when
SOC is considered11. In DP Ba2CdReO6, however, the
nodal-ring is stable in the presence of SOC.
We further examined the effect of on-site Coulomb re-
pulsion U, since the bands near the Fermi level are mainly
contributed by Re-5d and O-2p orbitals. Different U val-
ues ranging from 2.0 eV to 5.5 eV were considered. The
bands near the Fermi level are insensitive to the U val-
ues used, except that the radius of nodal-ring decreases
slightly as U increases, as shown in Fig. 3(c) of U=3.0 eV
and Fig. 3(d) of U=5.5 eV. When U is larger than ∼5.0
eV, the nodal-ring fully shrinks into the plane of first BZ.
4FIG. 4. The surface states of Ba2CdReO6 projected onto
(a) (001) surface and (b) (010) surface, of which the energy
dispersions are plotted along the green dashed lines marked
in (c) and (f), respectively. The evolution of projected surface
states and Fermi arc onto (001) and (010) planes at different
chemical potentials: (c) 5 meV, (d) 0 meV and (e) -4 meV
for (001) surface, and (f) 12 meV, (g) 0 meV, and (h) -4 meV
for (010) surface, respectively. The black dots in Fig. (f-h)
represent the Weyl points.
There will be no touching point along U-W (edges of first
BZ). However, the Weyl point between Γ-Z and crossing
between Z-W remain preserved.
The topological surface states of DP Ba2CdReO6 can
be obtained with WannierTools software package based
on the Green’s function method using tight-binding
Hamiltonian constructed by the maximally localized
Wannier functions46,47,51,52. Figure 4(a) and Fig. 4(b)
give the band dispersions projected onto (001) and (010)
surfaces, following the high-symmetry k-paths marked by
green dashed lines in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(f), respec-
tively. On the projected (001) surface, topological non-
trivial surface states are clearly visible, connecting the
two gapless points within Γ˜-X˜ and Γ˜-Y˜ and forming a
two-dimensional drumhead surface, which is a hallmark
of topological nodal-line semimetals53,54. The drumhead
states lie in the mirror plane of BZ and are fully spin-
polarized. They are protected by the mirror symmetry,
producing a large surface density of states. The nearly
flat drumhead surface states with complete spin polar-
ization could lead to the equal spin-pairing topological
superconductivity, such as p or f wave topological su-
perconductors, and is greatly beneficial to spintronics14.
As shown in Figs. 4 (c-e), the surface states vary with
the chemical potential µ. They form a small ring cen-
tered around Γ˜ when µ=5 meV (Fermi energy is set to
0). As µ decreases, the size of ring increases initially.
When the value of µ is close to the energy of nodal-ring
states, the surface states transform into a loop centered
around the nodal corners, as shown in Figs. 4 (e). With a
further lowering of µ, the surface states becomes smaller
and smaller, leaving only the projected bulk states. Since
the Weyl points locate along the high-symmetry -Z-Γ-Z
path, there is no Fermi arc connecting the two Weyl
points on the projected (001) surface. However, it is visi-
ble on the (010) projected surface. As illustrated in Figs.
4(f-h), there exists a Fermi arc that connects two Weyl
points with opposite chirality located between Γˆ-Zˆ of the
two adjacent BZs. Part of the Fermi arc merges into pro-
jected bulk states including the nodal-ring states. As µ
decreases, the projection of bulk states shrinks. When
µ equals to the energy of nodal-ring, the projected bulk
states are mainly composed of nodal-ring states, result-
ing in a coexistence of projected nodal-ring and Fermi
arc states on the surface of the material, as shown in
Fig. 4(h).
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we predict that the DP Ba2CdReO6 is an
intrinsic FM topological nodal-ring semi-half-metal, in
which there coexist a pair of Weyl points along Γ-Z direc-
tion and one nodal-ring in the kz=pi/c plane of BZ. Dif-
ferent with most of nodal-line materials, the nodal-ring
is robust against SOC once the direction of magnetism
is perpendicular to the mirror plane. Nearly flat drum-
head surface states with complete spin polarization are
found in this material, which will produce a large surface
density of states around the Fermi level. Our findings
therefore provide a wonderful platform for studying the
relationship between magnetism and topology, providing
a potential high-performance candidate for applications
of spintronics and topological superconductivity.
Note added: When submitted the manuscript, we no-
ticed that there was a paper just published in PRB55,
which studied the topological properties of similar mate-
rials and obtained similar results.
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